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Netflix cuties review metacritic

Photo: NetflixTwo words for May, Netflixsters: Mister. Mom.I'm just half joking. Yes, the 1983 Michael Keaton/Teri Garr classic in which the high jinks derived from the improbable scenario of a woman going off to work while her husband stays home and takes care of the kids (which are you even talking about, everyone knows women don't have jobs, men can't
vacuum, etc.) come to Netflix on May 3. But Mr. Mom's arrival is perhaps symbolic of the moment we hit Peak Netflix Original™, when Netflix told us, You know what you want? You want a third season of quirky anthology series Easy (May 10), you still want laugh-IN: The Stars Four, a star-seared tribute to the 'revolutionary' comedy sketch show of the 1960s
and '70s. And we answered, New phone, who that's? Licensed movies coming to the 'Flix in May include Angels and Demons, Austin Powers 1 &amp; 2, Dom and Dumb, Harold &amp; Kumar Escape of Guantanamo Bay, Hoosiers and a movie you actually want to watch, Moonlight. We lose all the Jaws movies, Eternal Sunshine, Sixteen Candles, Sliding
Doors and a bunch of James Bond movies. Monday of every week, we rifle through the NOs (which I call Netflix Originals henceforth, for obvious reasons) and tell you which ones turn out to be worth your time. My money is on Winelands (May 10), starring Amy Poehler, Ana Gasteyer and Maya Rudolph, directed by Poehler. Tell us in the comments you're
looking forward to this month, and what you'll be clearly sending about. Arriving in MayHere is the full list of new shows, movies and comedy specials. Netflix originals have links to their trailers and watch pages. G/O Media can get a commissionMay 1Knock Down The House — NETFLIX FILMMunafik 2 — NETFLIX FILMAngels &amp; DemonsAustin Powers:
International Man of MysteryAustin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged MeCasperChasing LibertyCode Geass Lelouch of the Rebellion Part 1 &amp; 2Dr. Seuss' The Cat in the HatDumb and DumberFear and Loathing in Las VegasGosford ParkGremlinsHairspray (1988)Harold &amp; Kumar Escape from Guantanamo BayHer Only ChoiceHoosiersInside the
Thought of a Serial Killer: Season 2John &amp; Yoko: Above Us Only SkyJust Friends Revolutionary RoadRoswell, New Mexico: Season 1ScarfaceScreamSnowpiercerTaking LivesThe Da Vinci Code The Dark Crystal (1982)The MatrixThe MatrixThe Matrix Reboot the Matrix RevolutionsTo Rome With LoveWedding CrashersWho's Bang for Virginia Woolf?
ZombielandMay 2Colony: Season 3Olympus Has FallenMay 3May 4May 6May 7The Heat: A Kitchen (R)evolutionQueen of the South: Season 3May 8Lucifer: Season 4 — NETFLIX ORIGINALMay9Ba crafts over BroadwayInsidiousMay 10May 12Patriot Act with Hasan Minhaj: Volume 3 — NETFLIX ORIGINALMay 13Malibu Redding — NETFLIX
ORIGINALMay 14May 15Dennis &amp; Gnasher: Unleash! May 16Good Sam — NETFLIX FILMTake Me Home TonightMay 17May 18May 20May 21Arrow: Season 7MoonlightWanda Sykes: Not Normal — NETFLIX ORIGINALMay 22A Tale of Two Kitchens — ORIGINALOne Night in Lente — NETFLIX ORIGINALThe Flash: Seisoen 5May 23Riverdale:
23Riverdale: 3Slasher: Solstice — NETFLIX ORIGINALMay 24May 27Historic Roosters — NETFLIX ORIGINALOutlander: Seasons 1-2May 28Disney's The Nutcracker and the Four RealmsMay 30Chopsticks — NETFLIX FILMMy Week with MarilynSvaha: The Sixth Finger — NETFLIX FILMThe One I LoveMay 31 Coming at One Point in MayCharmed
(2018): Season 1DC's Legends of Tomorrow: Season 4The Mechanism: Season 2 — NETFLIX ORIGINALSupergirl: Season 4PodcastsLast CallLeaving May 18 MileChocolatCold Justice : Collection 3Dances with WolvesDisney High School Musical 3 : Senior YearDr. NoEternal Sunshine of the Spotless MindFor Your Eyes Only From Dusk To DawnFrom
Russia with LoveGodzillaGoldenEyeHostelJawsJaws 2Jaws 3Jaws: The Vengeful to Kill Her Majesty's Secret ServiceSixteen CandlesSliding DoorsSommSomm: In the Bottle The BirdscageThe Dirty Dozen The English PatientThe Beautiful Bones The Notebook The Other Boleyn GirlTomorrow Never DieSWatchmenLeaving May 11Switched at Birth: Seasons
1-5Leaving May 15Bill Nye, the Science Guy : Collection 1Leaving May 19Disney's Bridge to TerabithiaLeaving May 22Leaving May 24Leaving May 31I Know What You Did Last SummerWest Side Story (1961) The battle for streaming supremacy led to an arms race between top suppliers trying to separate themselves from the pack. And it's clear why so
much money is invested in the various platforms — for a company to find itself behind at this early portion of the streaming revolution, can be seen as an insurmound mountain to climb. After all, with Netflix already leading the way with 70 million subscribers and counting, it has already cemented itself at the top of the food chain for years. But the other
streaming platforms like Hulu? Not so much. While Netflix is pretty much untouchable right now when it comes to catalog size, other streaming platforms have begun to think outside the box to set themselves apart. Amazon Prime, for example, is bought by its offer of free Prime, two-day shipping while Hulu has oriented itself to fill specific viewing needs that
Netflix and the others can't provide. So what are Hulu's unique qualities that make it a worthy competitor to Netflix? Here are five things Hulu can provide viewers that Netflix can't. 1. Rapid reversal of current TV Modern Family | ABC This is the main exclusive feature of Hulu it can compete with Netflix. While Netflix is streaming new seasons of TV shows up to
a year after premiering, Hulu often streams new episodes only 24 hours after premiering on network TV. This means that for cord-cutters who still want to watch their favorite TV shows, Hulu is the streaming service that best allows a compromise between cable and cord-cutting. 2. Strong network partnerships Next day streaming | Hulu One reason Hulu can
provide such an outstanding catalogue of TV shows with a quick turnaround is because of its partnership with of the biggest media companies in the business - it obviously stands in to Netflix, which had, and still has, its fair share of conflict with Hollywood. Hulu, on the other hand, currently represents a joint venture of The Walt Disney Company, 21st Century
Fox and Comcast, giving viewers access to TV episodes of ABC, The CW, Fox and NBC one day after premiering on TV. And in recent years Hulu has announced partnerships with both BBC and Showtime that continue to build on its formidable connections. 3. Competitive Prices Cord-Cutting | iStock Although Hulu and Netflix currently share a monthly
subscription cost of $7.99, that's set to change soon, as all longtime Netflix subscribers will see their price increase to $9.99/mo (that's what brand new subscribers have been paying for some time now). That new Netflix price also leads to Hulu's $11.99/month ad-free service feels much more reasonable (Hulu still leaves commercial) while the $7.99/month
plan remains one of the least expensive in the business. In addition, you shouldn't forget that Hulu also has a free option with a more limited catalog. 4. The Road, Difficult People, and Other Hulu Originals The Way | Hulu Every streaming platform has tried in recent years to establish a library of original content to offer subscribers exclusive material, but Hulu
more or less found itself on the outside looking into until recently. But now Hulu has begun its own push into original content in the hope it can compete with the considerable output of Netflix and Amazon Prime. In just the past year, Hulu has produced a series of critically acclaimed original programming that has received the kind of critical acclaim usually
limited to Netflix and to a lesser extent Amazon Prime. They include comedies Difficult People, from Julie Klausner and the stars of Klausner and Billy Eichner, and Casual, of Zander Lehmann with Jason Reitman as the director of his first two episodes. On the drama front, Hulu recently rolled out The Path astronomer Aaron Paul, Michelle Monaghan and Hugh
Dancy in a series about a fictional cult renewed for a second season. And if you look at Hulu's original programming coming in the near future you'll see that the streaming service has clearly put itself in the mix as a top content creator for years to come. 5. The Criterion Collection (for now) Seven Samurai | Criterion Collection For fans of the Criterion Collection,
Hulu offers an impressive catalogue of classic and art-house films included with the paid subscription. However, it's all set to change in the third quarter of 2016 when Criterion will be branched out to form its own streaming service called FilmStruck with Turner Classic Movies. But for the time being, if you happen to offer someone interested in the kind of films
Criterion Collection then Hulu is essentially worth the price of admission for it alone, with more than 900 films from its catalogue. If you happen to be interested in anything else that service, it can be used almost as a on top. Check out Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Facebook!
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